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Cascable Transfer for Mac - Import photos from your WiFi-enabled camera
Published on 11/29/16
Stockholm based Cascable AB today introduces Cascable Transfer for OS X, a powerful tool
for wirelessly importing photos from your WiFi-enabled Canon, Nikon, Olympus or Sony
camera directly into your Photos library, Lightroom catalog, or anywhere else on your Mac.
Cascable Transfer provides an intuitive and powerful user interface for previewing and
selecting photos to import, and out-of-the-box will integrate with your photography
workflow and let you get started right away.
Stockholm, Sweden - Available today, Cascable Transfer is a powerful tool for wirelessly
importing photos from your WiFi-enabled Canon, Nikon, Olympus or Sony camera directly into
your Photos library, Lightroom catalog, or anywhere else on your Mac. Whether you're on
the road and need to quickly import some photos for a quick edit, or are at your
workstation and don't want to deal with a mess of cables and memory card readers, Cascable
Transfer will prove to be an essential part of the photography toolkit for the
professional and amateur photographer alike.
Cascable Transfer provides an intuitive and powerful user interface for previewing and
selecting photos to import, and out-of-the-box will integrate with your photography
workflow and let you get started right away. For advanced users, Cascable Transfer
provides controls for customising how photos are sorted on disk as they're copied, and how
RAW JPEG photos are handled - meaning Cascable Transfer can fit right in with any
photography workflow.
Pricing and Availability:
Cascable Transfer is available to get started with for free from the Cascable website, and
will cost $14.99 USD (or your local equivalent) once it comes out of beta later this year.
If you purchase during the public beta period, a Super Early Bird discount of 50% will be
applied. Please visit Cascable online for more information on Cascable Transfer, including
screenshots, photographs and detailed user guides.
Cascable:
http://cascable.se/
Cascable Transfer:
http://cascable.se/transfer/
Screenshot:
http://cascable.se/images/blog/CopyOptionsLightroom@2x.png
Application Icon:
http://cascable.se/images/transfer/TransferIcon@2x.png

Cascable AB is a small mobile development company founded in Stockholm, Sweden in 2015.
All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Cascable AB. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, OS X iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
property of their respective owners.
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